We determine the relationship between the star formation rates (SFRs) of galaxies and the incidence of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN). We combine large galaxy samples with deep Chandra X-ray imaging to measure the probability distribution of specific black hole accretion rates (L X relative to stellar mass) to z ∼ 4. We derive robust AGN fractions and average specific accretion rates that account for variations in X-ray sensitivity and stellar-mass-dependent selection biases. First, we consider galaxies along the main sequence of star formation. We find a linear correlation between the average SFR and both the AGN fraction and average specific accretion rate that accounts for much of the complex stellar-mass and redshift dependence of the incidence of AGN in star-forming galaxies. We also compare with quiescent galaxy samples and find significantly higher AGN fractions than would be predicted, given their low SFRs. Next, we bin galaxies according to their SFRs relative to the main sequence. We find that the AGN fraction is significantly elevated for galaxies that are still star-forming but with SFRs below the main sequence, indicating an enhanced AGN triggering rate. We also find that the incidence of high-accretion-rate AGN is enhanced in starburst galaxies and evolves more mildly with redshift than within the rest of the galaxy population, suggesting mergers play a role in driving AGN activity in such high-SFR galaxies. These results reveal the important connections between cold gas, the growth of black holes, the assembly of central stellar bulges and the overall growth of galaxies.
INTRODUCTION
The growth of galaxies via star formation and the growth of the supermassive black holes that lie at their centres via periods of accretion that produce an Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN) appear to have proceeded in a broadly coherent manner over cosmic time, at least in a global sense. Both the total star formation rate (SFR) density and the total AGN accretion rate density peak at a redshift z ∼ 1−3 and decline at roughly the same rate towards more recent cosmic times (e.g. Madau & Dickinson 2014; Aird et al. 2015) . In addition, the mass of central black holes and the properties of their host galaxies (e.g. stellar velocity dispersion, bulge mass, total stellar mass) in the local universe are correlated (e.g. Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000; Kormendy & Ho 2013) , indicating that black hole and galaxy growth must have proceeded in a broadly consistent manner when averaged over the lifetime of a galaxy.
Identifying a connection between the instantaneous level of ⋆ james.aird@leicester.ac.uk AGN accretion and the current level of star formation-directly indicating that the growth of an individual galaxy and its central black hole are proceeding in unison-has proved much more difficult. A number of studies focus on selecting AGNs (e.g. based on their X-ray emission), measuring the SFRs of their host galaxies, and exploring any correlation between the AGN luminosity and the SFR (e.g. Silverman et al. 2009; Page et al. 2012; Rosario et al. 2012) . Such studies find that AGN of a given luminosity have a broad range of SFRs and are now starting to reach a consensus that there is very little, if any, correlation between the AGN luminosity and the SFR in such samples (e.g. Harrison et al. 2012; Rosario et al. 2013c; Azadi et al. 2015) . Indeed, AGN with low-tomoderate luminosities are found to have average SFRs consistent with star-forming galaxies at the same redshift, once matched in stellar mass (e.g. Rosario et al. 2013b; Stanley et al. 2015) .
These studies indicate there is little direct connection between star formation and black hole growth in individual galaxies. However, such studies-adopting flux-limited samples of AGN selected on the basis of their instantaneous luminosities-are severely affected by the variability of AGN on timescales that are short c 2018 RAS compared to changes in galaxy-wide properties (i.e. 100 Myr; Mullaney et al. 2012; Aird et al. 2013; Hickox et al. 2014) . Such variability reflects the stochastic nature of the processes that drive gas into the centres of galaxies to trigger AGN activity as well as the stability of the accretion onto the black hole itself (e.g. Novak et al. 2011; King & Nixon 2015) . Thus, all galaxies may host an AGN at some point during their lifetime but the AGN will "flicker" on timescales that cannot be observed directly, making it difficult to determine how the overall properties of galaxies are connected to the growth of their central black holes.
A number of different approaches have been adopted to account for this AGN variability. Large samples of galaxies with similar properties (e.g. SFRs, stellar masses) can be constructed and a stacking analysis can be used to measure the average AGN luminosity, which reveals a correlation between the SFRs of galaxies and their black hole growth (e.g. Mullaney et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2013; Rodighiero et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2017 ). Alternatively, a modelling approach can be adopted to connect the global properties of the galaxy population (e.g. described by their stellar mass function) and the observed properties of AGN samples, inferring an underlying distribution of black hole accretion rates that reflects the variability (e.g. Aird et al. 2013; Bongiorno et al. 2016; Bernhard et al. 2018) . We have pioneered a third approach -taking large samples of galaxies with similar properties and directly measuring the distribution of accretion rates within such galaxies using deep X-ray data (e.g. Aird et al. 2012; Azadi et al. 2015; Aird et al. 2018 ; see also Bongiorno et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2018) . Our approach places direct observational constraints on the fraction of galaxies that contain an AGN with different accretion rates, tracing the incidence of AGN and their varying rates of accretion across the galaxy population.
In this paper, we build on this approach to investigate how the incidence of AGN is related to the SFRs of galaxies. This paper forms the third in a series exploring the X-ray emission from near-infrared selected galaxy samples in the premier extragalactic survey fields. Paper I ) presented the intrinsic distribution of X-ray luminosities for samples of star-forming galaxies as a function of stellar mass and redshift, identifying peaks in these distributions at low luminosities (LX 10 42 erg s −1 ) that were used to trace the SFR based on the X-ray emission. In Paper II we used these same datasets to track the levels of AGN activity within galaxy samples-traced by X-ray emission at higher luminosities-and measured the distribution of specific black hole accretion rates (hereafter, λsBHAR) as a function of stellar mass (from 10 8.5 to 10 11.5 M⊙) and redshift (to z ∼ 4) for both star-forming and quiescent galaxy samples. These new measurements identify a broad distribution of λsBHAR in both galaxy types (and across the full range of stellar mass and redshift down to dwarf galaxies at z < 1 and massive galaxies to z ∼ 4), reflecting the variability of AGN activity. Our measurements also reveal dependences on stellar mass and redshift that differ between starforming galaxies and quiescent galaxies. Specifically, the probability of a star-forming galaxy hosting a moderate accretion rate AGN increases with stellar mass and evolves strongly with redshift (for moderate-to-high stellar masses). Conversely, the probability of a quiescent galaxy hosting an AGN shows signs of suppression at the highest stellar masses and is generally lower than in star-forming galaxies of equivalent stellar mass and redshift. These differences suggest that different physical mechanisms may drive the fuelling of AGN activity in the different galaxy populations (e.g. stochastic accretion of cold gas in star-forming galaxies versus stellar winds in quiescent galaxies).
This paper builds on the analysis of Paper II to explore in greater detail the connection between AGN activity and the SFRs of their host galaxies. Section 2 gives an overview of our datasets and Section 3 gives an overview of our methodology, first presented in Paper II, to combine the available X-ray data for all galaxies in a sample, measure the probability distributions of λsBHAR, and derive robust AGN fractions and average specific accretion rates, characterising the incidence of AGN across the galaxy population. In Section 4 we investigate how the incidence of AGN in in star-forming galaxies changes as SFRs increase along the main sequence of star formation; we also compare to the incidence of AGN in quiescent galaxies of different stellar masses and SFRs. In Section 5 we investigate how the incidence of AGN changes across and below the main sequence, dividing our galaxy samples into five populations according to their SFRs relative to the main sequence. We discuss our findings in Section 6 and summarize in Section 7. Throughout this paper, we assume a Chabrier (2003) stellar initial mass function when deriving galaxy properties and adopt a flat cosmology with ΩΛ = 0.7 and H0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 .
DATA AND SAMPLE SELECTION
The results in this paper are based on the same datasets used in Paper I and Paper II. We provide a brief summary here (see Paper I for full details). We adopt samples of galaxies selected using deep nearinfrared (NIR) imaging of four of the CANDELS fields (GOODS-S, GOODS-N, AEGIS and COSMOS: Koekemoer et al. 2011; Grogin et al. 2011) as well as the larger area UltraVISTA survey (McCracken et al. 2012) . We adopt the NIR-selected catalogues provided by Skelton et al. (2014) and Muzzin et al. (2013) for the CANDELS and UltraVISTA fields, respectively, which provide aperture-matched photometry spanning from the UV to midinfrared (MIR). We combine these data with deep Chandra Xray imaging which have been reprocessed using our own procedures (see Laird et al. 2009; Nandra et al. 2015; Aird et al. 2015, Paper I) . We cross-match the NIR-selected catalogues with significant X-ray detections in the 2-7 keV band and extract data (total counts, background counts, and effective exposures) from the same energy band at the positions of the remaining NIR-selected sources. The X-ray data from both detections and non-detections are combined using a Bayesian methodology that allows us to probe below the nominal sensitivity limits, correct for incompleteness, and recover the intrinsic distribution of accretion rates within a given sample of galaxies (see Section 3 below and Paper II for full details). We compile spectroscopic and photometric redshifts for the NIR-selected sources, as described in Paper I, including high quality AGN photo-z for X-ray detected sources (see Hsu et al. 2014; Nandra et al. 2015; Marchesi et al. 2016) .
To derive the physical properties of galaxies (stellar masses, SFRs), we fit the observed UV-to-MIR spectral energy distributions using our updated version of the FAST code, 1 allowing for an AGN component for sources with significant X-ray detections. We estimate SFRs based on either the sum of the UV and IR emission (for sources with 24µm detections) or the SFR recovered from the SED fitting (for sources without 24µm detections), in both cases accounting for any AGN contamination (see appendix A of Paper II). We exclude sources from our sample that are identified as AGNdominated based on the SED fitting (where > 50 per cent of the light at rest-frame 5000Å is associated with the AGN component) as it is not possible to recover an accurate estimate of the SFR. Such sources constitute 20 per cent of the X-ray detected sample and 0.3 per cent of the overall galaxy sample. We do not expect the exclusion of these AGN-dominated sources to have a significant impact on our results or overall conclusions (see also appendix C of Paper II).
We define our sample of galaxies as in Paper II, excluding stars and applying the NIR magnitude limits and stellar mass completeness limits described in detail in Paper I. In Section 4 we use the full sample of 126,971 galaxies, including both star-forming and quiescent galaxies and spanning a broad range in stellar mass (8.5 < log M * /M⊙ < 11.5) and redshift (0.1 < z < 4). 1797 of these galaxies are directly detected in the 2-7 keV band in our deep Chandra imaging. In Section 5 we further restrict our analysis to a single stellar mass bin (10.0 < log M * /M⊙ < 11.5) and divide our galaxies according to their SFRs relative to the main sequence of star formation (see Section 5 below for full details). This stellar mass bin lies wholly above the completeness limits of our deep CANDELS NIR imaging out to z 4, ensuring we can track changes in the levels of AGN accretion as a function of SFR at a fixed stellar mass. The UltraVISTA galaxy sample is incomplete for galaxies with M * > 10 10 M⊙ at z 2; only galaxies lying above the redshift-dependent stellar mass completeness limit of UltraVISTA are included in our sample, supplemented by lower mass galaxies from the deeper CANDELS imaging. We note that galaxies containing X-ray AGN are subjected to the same mass completeness limits, ensuring our measurements accurately reflect the AGN content of the galaxy sample.
METHODOLOGY: ACCRETION RATE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS, AGN FRACTIONS AND AVERAGE SPECIFIC ACCRETION RATES
In this work (as in Paper II), we describe the AGN content of our galaxy samples using measurements of p(log λsBHAR | M * , z, SFR), the probability density function of specific black hole accretion rates, λsBHAR, within a sample of galaxies of given stellar mass, redshift, and SFR. We define this function per unit dex and it is normalized such that
and is hereafter referred to more succinctly as p(λsBHAR). The probability density function, p(λsBHAR), characterizes both the overall distribution of λsBHAR within a given sample of galaxies and the fraction of galaxies that host AGN of different λsBHAR, enabling a detailed comparison of AGN activity in different galaxy populations.
We choose to present our measurements in terms of λsBHAR, the black hole accretion rate as traced by the X-ray luminosity normalized relative to the stellar mass of the host galaxy, as defined by Aird et al. (2012, see also Paper II, Bongiorno et al. 2016 ) and given by
where LX is the rest-frame 2-10 keV X-ray luminosity (originating from the central AGN), k bol is a bolometric correction factor (as in Paper II, we adopt a constant k bol = 25) and M * is the stellar mass of the host galaxy. By measuring the specific accretion rate, normalized by the stellar mass, we are able to account for the selection bias whereby a black hole growing at a given accretion rate in a low mass galaxy produces a lower observable Xray luminosity (and is thus harder to detect) than a black hole in a higher mass galaxy growing at the same specific accretion rate (Aird et al. 2012) . The additional factors in Equation 2 are chosen such that λsBHAR ≈ λ Edd , the Eddington ratio of the black hole, under the assumption that the black hole mass (MBH) is directly proportional to the galaxy stellar mass, MBH = 0.002M * /M⊙. We acknowledge that uncertainties, scatter, and systematic changes in this scaling would alter the relationship between λsBHAR and λ Edd . Nonetheless, by measuring λsBHAR we retain an observable quantity (effectively λsBHAR ∝ LX/M * ) that reflects the rate that the central black hole is growing in a given galaxy. We use deep 2-7 keV Chandra X-ray data to measure p(λsBHAR), combining X-ray detections and X-ray information at the positions of the remaining galaxies that lack direct detections using a Bayesian methodology (described in detail in the appendices to Paper I and Paper II). Our method is non-parametric, describing p(λsBHAR) using a flexible combination of 36 evenly spaced component functions (specifically, gamma functions that are conjugate to the Poisson likelihood that describes the observed X-ray data). We require that integrating over all components (extending down to log λsBHAR = −7) equates to 1 (satisfying Equation 1 above) and adopt a prior that prefers a smoothly varying distribution to link the different components. This approach is highly flexible and does not impose a specific functional form, ensuring that the data determine the overall shape of the recovered distribution. Our statistical method accounts for the uncertainties in the X-ray fluxes of individual sources and-by including X-ray information from non-detections-allows us to probe below the nominal sensitivity limits and include data from lower significance sources that would not enter a traditional X-ray selected catalogue. Most crucially, our method corrects for the varying sensitivity of the Xray imaging, both between different fields and across the area of a single field. We apply an additional correction to account for the X-ray emission associated with stellar processes (primarily, high-and low-mass X-ray binaries) as described in appendix B of Paper II. However, as in Paper II, we only present measurements of p(λsBHAR) that probe > 0.5 dex above the "X-ray main sequence of star formation" identified in Paper I (LX 10 41−42 erg s −1 , depending on stellar mass and redshift), ensuring we are probing the distribution of X-ray emission related to AGN activity.
In this paper, we derive three parameters to describe the "incidence of AGN" within a given galaxy sample and summarize our full measurements of p(λsBHAR): the AGN fraction to two different limits in λsBHAR and the average specific accretion rate, λsBHAR . These parameters summarize the full p(λsBHAR) distributions and allow us to investigate trends with galaxy parameters such as stellar mass or redshift. Figure 1 provides a visual illustration of how these parameters are calculated from our measurements of p(λsBHAR) for a given galaxy sample.
We first calculate robust "AGN fractions", which describe the fraction of a given sample of galaxies that contain a central black hole that is accreting above a fixed limit in λsBHAR. 2 We calculate the AGN fraction by integrating our measurements of p(λsBHAR). Thus, our AGN fraction is given by
where λ lim indicates the adopted limit on λsBHAR. In this paper, we present measurements of the AGN fraction to two different limits:
(i) f (λsBHAR > 0.01), roughly corresponding to black holes growing above ∼1 per cent of their Eddington limit (assuming the nominal scalings given in Equation 2) and thus indicating the fraction of galaxies with a moderate-to-high accretion rate, X-ray selected AGN (hereafter referred to as the generic "AGN fraction"); and
(ii) f (λsBHAR > 0.1), corresponding to the fraction of galaxies with a high-accretion-rate AGN, growing their black holes at 10 per cent of their Eddington limit and hereafter referred to as the "high-λsBHAR AGN fraction".
These measurements of AGN fractions, based on our measurements of p(λsBHAR), fully account for the varying sensitivity of the X-ray observations across the CANDELS and UltraVISTA fields and are thus robust and well-defined compared to simple detection fractions (that are highly dependent on the depths of the available data, see e.g. Mendez et al. 2013) . Furthermore, by defining AGN fractions to fixed limits in λsBHAR, rather than fixed limits in Xray luminosity, we account for the stellar-mass-dependent selection bias identified by Aird et al. (2012) and discussed above, ensuring our measurements can be meaningfully compared across a wide range in stellar mass.
The average specific black hole accretion rate within a given galaxy sample, λsBHAR , (referred to hereafter as the "average specific accretion rate") is derived from our measurements of p(λsBHAR) by
This measurement combines all the X-ray data for a given galaxy sample that is used in our measurements of p(λsBHAR). As such, these measurements are similar to performing a stacking analysis but use the information from both detections and non-detections in a consistent manner. Our measurement of λsBHAR provides a tracer of the typical rate of black hole growth in a given galaxy sample. However, we know that AGN activity is a transient phenomenon and that significant AGN activity is usually only observed in a small fraction of galaxies at a given time. Our measurements of AGN fractions, combined with λsBHAR , thus provide a comprehensive description of the incidence of AGN activity across the galaxy population, summarizing our detailed measurements of p(λsBHAR). We estimate 1σ-equivalent (i.e. 68 per cent) confidence intervals on f (λsBHAR > 0.01), f (λsBHAR > 0.1) and λsBHAR by propagating the uncertainties in p(λsBHAR) given by our Bayesian analysis.
THE INCIDENCE OF AGN AS A FUNCTION OF AVERAGE STAR FORMATION RATE IN STAR-FORMING AND QUIESCENT GALAXIES
In this section, we measure AGN fractions and average specific accretion rates in samples of star-forming galaxies, divided according to their position along the main sequence of star formation and thus allowing us to probe the dependence on both stellar mass and SFR (which are correlated for star-forming galaxies on the main sequence). We compare these results to the incidence of AGN in quiescent galaxies over the same range of stellar mass and redshift, which, by definition, have substantially lower SFRs. We use our previous measurements of p(λsBHAR) for both star-forming and quiescent galaxies as a function of stellar mass and redshift, first presented in Paper II, to derive the AGN fractions and average specific accretion rates presented here. In Section 5 below, we present new measurements of p(λsBHAR), average specific accretion rates and AGN fractions, investigating across and below the main sequence by dividing galaxies at a fixed stellar mass into five samples according to their SFRs relative to the main sequence. Figure 2 illustrates the binning of the galaxy population in one of our redshift ranges adopted in this section. We divide our galaxy sample into star-forming and quiescent galaxies using a cut in SFR that corresponds to 1.3 dex below the stellar-mass-and redshift-dependent main sequence of star formation (see equation 1 of Paper II). Our galaxy sample is further divided into bins of stellar mass; we thus probe increasing SFRs as we move along the main sequence of star formation. The blue crosses in Figure 2 indicate the geometric mean SFR, log SFR or hereafter the "average SFR", for the star-forming galaxies in each stellar mass bin.
3 By definition, the quiescent galaxy samples all have lower SFRs yet still span a range of ∼1 dex in SFR (at a given redshift) across the different stellar mass bins. In our higher redshift bins, the starforming galaxies shift to progressively higher SFRs due to the evolution of the main sequence; the quiescent galaxy samples also have higher average SFRs at higher redshifts.
Our measurements of the AGN fraction, f (λsBHAR > 0.01), the high-λsBHAR AGN fraction, f (λsBHAR > 0.1), and the average specific accretion rate, λsBHAR , in star-forming galaxies are presented as a function of M * in Figure 3 and as a function of average SFR in Figure 4 , summarizing the full measurements of p(λsBHAR) that were presented in Paper II. The top panel of Figure 3 recalls our main findings from Paper II, showing the AGN fraction as a function of M * . At a fixed redshift, we find that the AGN fraction increases toward higher stellar masses. At fixed stellar mass (for M * 10 10 M⊙), we find that the AGN fraction increases rapidly with redshift out to z ∼ 2 and may drop slightly toward higher redshift. This redshift evolution appears somewhat stronger at higher stellar masses with little or no evolution found in the low-mass, dwarf galaxy regime (M * 10 9.5 M⊙). The middle panel of Figure 3 presents new estimates of the high-λsBHAR AGN fraction in star-forming galaxies as a function of M * , based on the measurements of p(λsBHAR) from Paper II. The fraction of galaxies with a high-λsBHARAGN, f (λsBHAR > 0.1), is naturally lower than f (λsBHAR > 0.01) at the same stellar mass and redshift and the uncertainties in the measurements are slightly larger. Nonetheless, we find a similar stellar-mass and redshift dependence for the high-λsBHAR AGN fraction as seen in the measurements of f (λsBHAR > 0.01). The bottom panel of Figure 3 presents measurements of λsBHAR as a function of M * . Similar to the AGN fractions, we find that the average specific accretion rate increases mildly with increasing stellar mass, similar to the high-λsBHAR Figure 2 . The distribution of SFRs as a function of M * for our galaxy sample (black contours which enclose 68, 90, 95 and 99 per cent of galaxies) for one of our redshift bins, 0.5 < z < 1.0. The green dotted line, set at 1.3 dex below the evolving star-forming main sequence, separates the star-forming and quiescent galaxy populations, as indicated. The coloured regions indicate our stellar-mass-dependent binning of each galaxy population. Blue crosses indicate log SFR of the star-forming galaxies in each mass bin and show how the increasing stellar mass bins, moving along the main sequence, contain galaxies with progressively higher average SFRs. Red circles show the average SFRs of the quiescent galaxies in each stellar mass bin, which-by definition-are lower than the SFRs of the starforming galaxies of equivalent mass and also span a range of values across the different stellar masses. Our measurements of the AGN fraction and average specific accretion rate in each stellar-mass and redshift bin, based on the measurements of p(λ sBHAR ) from Paper II, thus allow us to explore the incidence of AGN as a function of both stellar mass and SFR (see .
AGN fraction and indicating such sources-representing rare periods of rapid accretion over the lifetime of a galaxy-dominate the overall rate of accretion. In addition, we find a significant increase in λsBHAR with redshift that-in contrast to the AGN fractionsmay continue to increase above z ∼ 2.
In Figure 4 we present the same measurements for starforming galaxies but as a function of average SFR. We note a number of important results based on these measurements. Firstly, we find that the AGN fraction, the high-λsBHAR AGN fraction and the average specific accretion rate in star-forming galaxies all tend to follow a roughly linear correlation with the average SFR, at least out to z = 2.5, in contrast to the more complex behaviour seen as a function of M * and z in Figure 3 . Star-forming galaxies with higher SFRs-either due to the higher redshift (and the evolution of the main sequence) or a higher stellar mass (and the slope of main sequence)-tend to contain a higher fraction of AGN and thus have higher average specific accretion rates. We note that the trend in the AGN fraction appears to saturate at the highest redshifts, where the correspondingly higher SFRs of the galaxies do not result in an extremely high AGN fraction. This effect is seen most clearly for f (λsBHAR > 0.01); the high-λsBHAR AGN fraction and average specific accretion rate do not appear to be affected and are well correlated with the average SFR over the range of redshifts that we probe. Assuming a basic one-to-one correlation, we perform a lin- 100.00
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and average specific accretion rate, λ sBHAR [bottom panel], in starforming galaxies as a function of stellar mass at different redshifts (as indicated by the colours). These measurements are based on the estimates of p(λ sBHAR ) previously presented in Paper II. The AGN fractions and average specific accretion rates generally increase toward higher stellar mass (at fixed z). At fixed stellar mass, we find a strong evolution with redshift (at least for log M * /M ⊙ 10). The AGN fraction increases between z ∼ 0.1 and z ∼ 2 and may decline toward higher redshift, whereas the average specific accretion rate continues to evolve to higher values at higher z. 
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PSfrag replacements log SFR [M ⊙ yr −1 ] Average specific accretion rate log λ sBHAR Figure 4 . Measurements of the AGN fraction (top), high-λ sBHAR AGN fraction (middle), and average specific accretion rate (bottom) in starforming galaxies, as in Figure 3 but now shown as a function of the average SFR of each star-forming galaxy sample. We find an approximate 1:1 correlation between all three quantities and the SFR out to at least z ∼ 2, as shown by the dashed, dot-dashed and long-dashed lines in the top, middle and bottom panels respectively. Both the stellar mass dependence of the AGN fractions and the redshift evolution (to z ∼ 2) can be broadly explained by the increase in the average SFR moving both along the main sequence (i.e. to higher stellar mass and SFR at fixed z) and to higher z (resulting in a higher SFR at fixed stellar mass 
and average specific accretion rate (bottom panel) as a function of SFR, comparing star-forming galaxies (crosses) and quiescent galaxies (circles). Each data point for a given galaxy type and redshift (as indicated by the symbol type and colour) corresponds to a different stellar mass. The dashed, dot-dashed and long-dashed lines indicate the best-fitting 1:1 relationship with SFR for star-forming galaxies at z < 2.5, as given by Equations 5, 6 and 7. Our measurements for quiescent galaxies lie substantially above these correlations, indicating an additional mechanism may fuel AGN in such galaxies. 
PSfrag replacements log sSFR [yr −1 ] Average specific accretion rate log λ sBHAR Figure 6 . AGN fraction (top), high-λ sBHAR AGN fraction (middle), and average specific accretion rate (bottom) for star-forming and quiescent galaxies as presented in Figure 5 but shown as a function of the specific SFR (sSFR). The simple linear relation seen in the star-forming galaxies across all stellar masses and redshifts is no longer seen but there appears to be a tighter correlation between the AGN fraction or the high-λ sBHAR AGN fraction with the sSFR for the quiescent galaxy samples (grey lines indicate a fit with a 1:1 slope).
ear χ 2 to our measurements as a function of SFR to z = 2.5. We find that the AGN fractions can be described by log f (λsBHAR > 0.01) ≈ −0.59 + log SFR
and log f (λsBHAR > 0.1) ≈ −1.34 + log SFR
while the average specific accretion rate is given by log λsBHAR = −3.68 + log SFR
which we indicate by the dashed, dot-dashed and long-dashed lines in Figure 4 . We note that Equations 5 and 6 do not provide a statistically acceptable fit to the z < 2.5 data (χ 2 ≈ 11.35 and 5.05 for the λsBHAR > 0.01 and λsBHAR > 0.1 limits, respectively), indicating that there is an intrinsic scatter in this relation or significant additional systematic dependencies on stellar mass, redshift or some other confounding variable. Indeed, systematic shifts in f (λsBHAR > 0.01) as a function of redshift away from the basic 1:1 relation (black dashed line) are clearly seen in Figure 4 (top). The trend with SFR is somewhat tighter for f (λsBHAR > 0.1) and does not exhibit the same level of redshift-dependent offset from the overall trend. For the average specific accretion rate, we find χ 2 = 37.1 for ν = 23 degrees of freedom, thus the correlation is statistically acceptable (χ 2 = 1.61), partly due to the large uncertainties in the measurements of λsBHAR . The increase of the SFR moving along the main sequence or to higher redshift (as the main sequence evolves) generally results in a higher AGN fraction and a higher average specific accretion rate, explaining both the stellar mass and redshift dependence of these quantities in star-forming galaxies.
This overall trend is consistent with our suggestion in Paper II that the incidence of AGN in star-forming galaxies may be related to the availability of cold gas, which is also expected to determine the SFR and the evolution of the main sequence. We also note that it is difficult to determine whether the correlation at a given redshift is driven by a dependence on stellar mass or SFR , given our binning scheme and that these two quantities are correlated within the star-forming galaxy population. However, approximately the same correlations with SFR appear to hold over a wide range in redshift, where both the average SFRs and incidence of AGN at a fixed M * increase by a factor ∼ 10. Thus, the absolute value of the SFR may be the key parameter that determines the AGN content of starforming galaxies. We explore these issues further in Section 6.2 below.
At higher redshifts (z > 2.5), our measurements of f (λsBHAR > 0.01) and f (λsBHAR > 0.1) tend to lie below the relations given by Equations 5 and 6 (shown by the dashed and dot-dashed lines in Figure 4 ). The AGN fraction cannot exceed 100 per cent, thus these correlations cannot extend to arbitrarily high SFRs. At such high redshifts the accretion rate distributions, p(λsBHAR), appear to narrow close to the approximate Eddington limit (λsBHAR = 1). Thus, the average specific accretion rates continue to increase toward high redshift (as seen in the bottom panel of Figure 4 ), even if this is not associated with a corresponding increase in the AGN fraction. At such high redshifts, the incidence of AGN may be limited due to the self-regulation of black hole growth, when copious gas is available (see figure 9 of Paper II and discussion therein).
In Figure 5 we compare our measurements of the incidence of AGN in star-forming galaxies (crosses) to the AGN incidence in quiescent galaxies (open circles) over the same range of stellar mass and redshift, where we have expanded the dynamic range of the x-axis compared to Figure 4 to accommodate the wider range of SFRs. We find that the AGN fractions in quiescent galaxies are comparable to or exceed the AGN fractions within star-forming galaxies (crosses) at a given redshift, despite the significantly lower SFRs of the quiescent galaxies. The measured AGN fractions in quiescent galaxies all lie above the trends described by Equations 5 and 6. Our measurements of the average specific accretion rates in quiescent galaxies are subject to large uncertainties but generally also lie above the trend identified in star-forming galaxies and given by Equation 7. This result holds when comparing lower mass star-forming galaxies (log M * /M⊙ < 10), which have lower average SFRs, with higher mass quiescent galaxies at a fixed redshift.
Higher redshift quiescent galaxies that have equivalent SFRs to lower redshift star-forming galaxies also exhibit an enhanced AGN fraction. This result is consistent with our conclusions in Paper II, where we suggested that a different physical mechanism (such as stellar mass loss) may be responsible for triggering and fuelling AGN activity within quiescent galaxies, in contrast to star-forming galaxies where the availability of cold gas may drive both star formation and the stochastic fuelling of AGN (see also Georgakakis et al. 2011 Georgakakis et al. , 2014 . Thus, the SFR is not the only property of a galaxy that determines the incidence of AGN, especially when considering galaxies that are not on the main sequence (we explore this further in Section 5 below).
In Figure 6 we also show the dependence of f (λsBHAR > 0.01), f (λsBHAR > 0.1), and λsBHAR on the specific SFR (sSFR, i.e. SFR/M * ) in both star-forming and quiescent galaxies. Adopting the sSFR breaks the simple one-to-one correlation seen in the star-forming galaxies, indicating that it is the absolute value of the SFR that is key in determining the AGN content of such galaxies, rather than the relative amount of star-formation compared to the stellar mass of the galaxy. However, there is a tighter correlation between the AGN fraction and the sSFR in quiescent galaxies, again consistent with our suggestion that a different underlying physical mechanism may fuel AGN activity in such galaxies. The light grey lines in Figure 6 show the best-fitting 1:1 relation between sSFR and the AGN fraction in the quiescent galaxies. No clear trend is seen between the average specific accretion rate and sSFR in quiescent galaxies. We note that quiescent galaxies at the same redshift tend to have a relatively narrow range of sSFR and generally similar AGN fractions; thus the observed correlation between AGN fraction and sSFR may be a redshift effect, rather than reflecting a direct relation between these quantities.
THE INCIDENCE OF AGN AS A FUNCTION OF STAR FORMATION RATE RELATIVE TO THE MAIN SEQUENCE OF STAR FORMATION
In this section, we explore the relationship between the SFR of galaxies and their AGN content in greater detail, dividing our galaxy samples according to their SFRs relative to the main sequence of star formation, SFR/SFRMS(z) (see also Azadi et al. 2015) . Figure 7 illustrates how our SFR/SFRMS(z) binning divides the galaxy sample in the M * -SFR plane at a given redshift. This sub-division allows us to identify trends within (as opposed to between) the star-forming and quiescent galaxy populations and provides greater insight into the relationship between the SFRs of galaxies and the incidence of AGN activity within these galaxies. We adopt the redshift-dependent main sequence measured in (8) and then divide our galaxies into five samples:
(i) Star-forming galaxies with elevated SFRs compared to the main sequence, i.e. log SFR/SFRMS(z) > 0.4, hereafter referred to as "Starburst" galaxies.
(ii) Those with SFRs that place them on the main sequence i.e. with SFR/SFRMS(z) within ±0.4 dex of the main sequence and corresponding to ∼ 70 per cent of the overall star-forming galaxy population, hereafter referred to as "Main Sequence" galaxies.
(iii) Star-forming galaxies with SFRs that are lower than the bulk of the Main Sequence galaxies but above the level of a quiescent galaxy, i.e. with −1.3 < log SFR/SFRMS(z) < −0.4, hereafter referred to as "Sub-MS" galaxies.
(iv) Quiescent galaxies with higher SFRs, within the top ∼50 per cent of the quiescent galaxy population, i.e. −2.3 < log SFR/SFRMS(z) < −1.3, hereafter referred to as "Quiescent (high)" galaxies.
(v) Quiescent galaxies with lower SFRs, i.e. log SFR/SFRMS(z) < −2.3, hereafter referred to as "Quiescent (low)" galaxies.
We adopt a single, relatively broad stellar mass bin (10.0 < log M * /M⊙ < 11.5) to ensure we have sufficiently large samples of galaxies and can obtain reliable estimates of p(λsBHAR) for each of the five galaxy populations. We note that adopting a single, broad stellar mass bin will dilute any stellar mass dependence in p(λsBHAR) or our derived quantities (AGN fractions and average specific accretion rates). However, the median stellar mass changes by < 0.3 dex between the five galaxy samples and our results will be dominated by galaxies at M * ∼ 10 10−11 M⊙, where the majority of our galaxy sample lies and thus any underlying stellar-mass dependence is not expected to have a significant impact on our results.
By measuring SFRs of galaxies normalized relative to the main sequence (at the redshift of the galaxy) we are able account for the broad relation between stellar mass and SFR, whereby a typical star-forming galaxy with a higher M * also has a correspondingly higher SFR (which is a significant effect across our broad stellar mass bin). We also account for the overall redshift evolution of the galaxy population, whereby the typical SFRs of star-forming galaxies are higher at higher redshifts. With this approach, all our SFR measurements are relative to the bulk of the galaxy sample and thus we will not be significantly affected by potential systematic errors in our SFR estimates. Furthermore, tracking the global evolution of the galaxy population in such a manner ensures that we retain a sufficient sample of galaxies in each of our SFR/SFRMS(z) bins over our full redshift range. At a fixed redshift, an increase in SFR/SFRMS(z) directly tracks an increase in the SFR. However, the absolute SFRs of a given galaxy sample will vary between the different redshift bins. Figure 8 shows the distribution of SFR/SFRMS(z) for our galaxy sample. The right panel compares the distributions of SFR/SFRMS(z) for our galaxy sample (black) and the X-ray detected sample (pink), both subjected to our stellar mass limits of 10.0 < log M * /M⊙ < 11.5. The distributions indicate a slight preference for X-ray AGN to be identified within galaxies with SFRs that are below the main sequence (see also e.g. Aird et al. 2012; Shimizu et al. 2015; Mullaney et al. 2015) . We also note a slight enhancement in the number of AGN above the main se- Figure 8 . Measurements of SFR/SFR MS (z), the star formation rates relative to the redshift-dependent main sequence of star formation for galaxies over our full redshift range, 0.1 < z < 4. Black contours enclose 68, 90, 95 and 99 per cent of galaxies. Pink crosses indicate hard X-ray detections (i.e. AGN). The right panel shows the overall distributions of SFR/SFR MS (z) for the galaxies (black) and X-ray detected AGN (pink) with stellar masses M * > 10 10 M ⊙ . We divide the galaxy population into five classifications, as indicated (see also Figure 7 ). Compared to the galaxy population, X-ray detected AGN have a broader distribution of SFR/SFR MS (z) and thus exhibit a slight preference to be found in galaxies that lie below the main sequence. Our measurements of AGN fractions (see Figures 10 and 11) investigate these trends in a more robust manner. ] 0.5 < z < 1.0 1.0 < z < 1.5 1.5 < z < 2.0 2.0 < z < 2.5 2.5 < z < 3.0 log λ sBHAR 3.0 < z < 4.0 Starburst Main Sequence Sub-MS Quiescent (high) Quiescent (low) Figure 9 . Probability distributions of specific black hole accretion rates, p(λ sBHAR ), within our five galaxy populations based on SFR/SFR MS (z) (see Figure 7 ). We consider galaxies with stellar masses in the range 10.0 < log M * /M ⊙ < 11.5 and with redshifts within the indicated limits. The coloured lines represent our best estimates of p(λ sBHAR ) for each class, as indicated, and the shaded regions indicate the 90 per cent confidence intervals, as determined by our flexible Bayesian modelling.
quence and a more rapid fall-off in the number of AGN in the Quiescent (high) and Quiescent (low) regimes compared to the full galaxy sample. In the remainder of this section we explore these trends in a more robust manner (accounting for selection effects) by measuring the distributions of accretion rates, robust AGN fractions and average specific accretion rates within the different galaxy populations.
In Figure 9 we present measurements of p(λsBHAR) for the five galaxy populations at different redshifts. We are able to identify a number of trends, in common at all redshifts out to at least z = 2. First, we note the relatively broad distributions of λsBHAR within each galaxy population and at all redshifts, likely reflecting the stochastic nature of AGN activity within a given galaxy sample. In general, p(λsBHAR) decreases toward higher values of λsBHAR, indicating that higher accretion rate AGN are rarer within a given galaxy sample than lower accretion rate AGN. For Main Sequence galaxies, we also see clear evidence of an additional turnover in p(λsBHAR) towards lower accretion rates, indicating a preferential rate of accretion in such galaxies and a lack of lower accretion rate sources. In Starburst galaxies, p(λsBHAR) appears shifted toward higher λsBHAR, generally indicating a higher probability of such galaxies hosting an AGN, although the turnover at lower λsBHAR may be stronger than in Main Sequence galaxies (especially at z 2). Sub-MS galaxies do not exhibit an overall shift toward higher accretion rates, but p(λsBHAR) is generally higher than in Main Sequence galaxies, especially at moderate accretion rates (−3 log λsBHAR −1). Moving to lower SFRs, into the Quiescent (high) sample, we find that the amplitude of p(λsBHAR) drops again, becoming comparable to or below p(λsBHAR) for Main Sequence galaxies and showing no evidence of a low-λsBHAR turnover. The quiescent galaxy samples appear to contain progressively weaker, lower accretion rate AGN as the SFRs reduce i.e. moving from the star-forming galaxy samples to the Quiescent (high) and then Quiescent (low) populations. Nevertheless, the incidence of the lowest accretion rate AGN (λsBHAR 0.01) within the quiescent galaxy samples may exceed the incidence of such sources in the higher SFR populations.
In Figure 10 we present measurements of the AGN fraction, f (λsBHAR > 0.01), the high-λsBHAR AGN fraction, f (λsBHAR > 0.1), and the average specific accretion rate, λsBHAR , as a function of the SFR across our five galaxy populations (for clarity, we only present measurements at z < 2.5). These measurements allow us to summarize the trends seen in the measurements of p(λsBHAR) and track how the incidence of AGN depends on the SFRs of galaxies at a fixed stellar mass and redshift, as we move across the main sequence (cf. Figure 5 where galaxies are binned in stellar mass and we thus probe changes in the AGN fraction along the main sequence).
For Main Sequence galaxies, our measurements of f (λsBHAR > 0.01), f (λsBHAR > 0.1) and λsBHAR are Redshift (z) Average specific accretion rate log λ sBHAR Starburst Main Sequence Sub-MS Quiescent (high) Quiescent (low) Figure 11 . Measurements of the AGN fraction (top), high-λ sBHAR AGN fraction (middle) and average specific accretion rate (bottom) as a function of redshift for our five galaxy classifications based on SFR/SFR MS (z), as indicated by the symbol colours and types.
in good agreement with the overall trends identified out to z ≈ 2.5 in Section 4 (indicated by the dashed, dot-dashed and long-dashed black lines in Figure 10 and given by Equations 5, 6 and 7), as expected given that these Main Sequence galaxies correspond to the bulk of the star-forming galaxy population. For galaxies on the Main Sequence, there is a strong correlation between the incidence of AGN and the SFR of the star-forming galaxies. The global evolution of the galaxy population is also apparent, whereby the SFRs of Main Sequence galaxies are progressively higher at higher redshifts. For Starburst galaxies, we find an enhancement in the incidence of AGN compared to Main Sequence galaxies, seen most clearly in the high-λsBHAR AGN fractions and the average specific accretion rates (middle and bottom panels of Figure 10 ) and reflecting the excess of higher λsBHAR seen in our measurements of p(λsBHAR) (Figure 9 ). However, these measurements tend to lie close to the overall trends given by Equations 6 and 7 (dot-dashed and long-dashed black lines), indicating that the enhancement of high-λsBHAR AGN may be due to the higher SFRs of the Starburst galaxies.
Comparing the Sub-MS and Main Sequence galaxy samples, we find a significant increase (by a factor ∼ 2 − 5) in the incidence of AGN at a fixed redshift as SFR decreases in Sub-MS galaxies compared to Main Sequence galaxies. This enhancement is seen at 0.5 < z < 2.5 for f (λsBHAR > 0.01), f (λsBHAR > 0.1), and λsBHAR (top, middle and bottom panels of Figure 10 , respectively). The enhancement in Sub-MS galaxies is not seen in our lowest redshift range (0.1 < z < 0.5), although this may be due to the overall evolution of the distribution of accretion rates whereby p(λsBHAR) shifts uniformly toward lower λsBHAR at lower z. An enhancement of the AGN content of Sub-MS galaxies, compared to Main Sequence galaxies, is seen in our lowest redshift range in our measurements of p(λsBHAR) in Figure 9 but is only found at λsBHAR 10 −3 and is thus not reflected in the measurements shown in Figure 10 .
At lower SFRs, moving into the Quiescent (high) and Quiescent (low) populations at a given redshift, we see a mild decline in f (λsBHAR > 0.01), f (λsBHAR > 0.1) and λsBHAR that reflects the shift of p(λsBHAR) toward lower λsBHAR. Nonetheless, the incidence of AGN in such samples remains significantly above the global relations between the AGN incidence and SFR for star-forming galaxies that was found in Section 4 and is shown by the dashed, dot-dashed and long-dashed lines in Figure 10 . Indeed, the measured relation between SFR and f (λsBHAR > 0.01), f (λsBHAR > 0.1) and λsBHAR shown in Figure 10 , at a given redshift is relatively flat, indicating that a reduction in SFRs within galaxies that lie below the main sequence is not associated with a substantial reduction in the incidence of AGN. These trends likely indicate different physical processes trigger and fuel AGN in galaxies on versus below the main sequence (see further discussion in Section 6.3).
Finally, in Figure 11 we show the evolution of f (λsBHAR > 0.01), f (λsBHAR > 0.1) and λsBHAR in our five galaxy populations as a function of redshift. The AGN fractions and average specific accretion rates in the Main Sequence, Sub-MS, Quiescent (high) and Quiescent (low) galaxy populations all undergo a broadly similar evolution, increasing rapidly by a factor 10 between z ∼ 0.3 and z ∼ 2. The enhanced incidence of AGN in Sub-MS galaxies compared to the Main Sequence population at a given redshift is clearly seen for 0.5 < z < 2, as well as the decrease in incidence of AGN in the Quiescent (high) and Quiescent (low) populations. The evolution of f (λsBHAR > 0.01), f (λsBHAR > 0.1) and λsBHAR in Starburst galaxies, however, is more mild, increasing by a factor 3 between z ∼ 0.3 and z ∼ 2, although we note the higher but potentially discrepant measurements at z = 2 − 2.5. This different evolution means f (λsBHAR > 0.01) in Starburst galaxies is higher than the other galaxy populations at z = 0.1 − 0.5, comparable to Sub-MS galaxies at z = 0.5 − 1, and lower than Sub-MS galaxies at z = 1 − 1.5 and z = 1.5 − 2. The high-λsBHAR AGN fraction in Starburst galaxies, however, is always higher or comparable to the other galaxy populations, reflecting the higher prevalence of the most rapidly accreting AGN within the Starburst population (see also Figure 9 ). In Section 6.4 below we discuss whether these differences indicate that a more violent physical process, such as galaxy mergers, are responsible for increasing the incidence of high-λsBHAR AGN within Starburst galaxies.
DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the main results from Sections 4 and 5 above. We first discuss the overall correlation between the incidence of AGN and the SFR in star-forming galaxies, found in Section 4, and what it tells us about the fuelling of AGN in galaxies that lie along the main sequence (Section 6.1). In Section 6.2 we further explore whether stellar mass or SFR is the key parameter that determines the incidence of AGN in star-forming galaxies by comparing measurements of p(λsBHAR) and the distribution of black hole accretion rates relative to the SFR. In Section 6.3 we discuss the processes that trigger and fuel AGN in galaxies with lower SFRs, below the main sequence of star formation at a given redshift. Section 6.4 briefly explores the possible role of mergers in the fuelling of AGN in starburst galaxies, with elevated SFRs compared to the main sequence.
The relationship between SFR and the incidence of AGN in main-sequence star-forming galaxies
In Section 4 we found a linear correlation between the SFR of starforming galaxies and both the fraction of star-forming galaxies that contain an AGN and the corresponding average specific accretion rates for a given sample of galaxies, measured in a robust manner that accounts for the sensitivity limits of our X-ray imaging and stellar-mass-dependent selection biases. Thus, star-forming galaxies (at a fixed redshift) that are further along the main sequencewith higher stellar masses and thus higher SFRs-have correspondingly higher AGN fractions and are typically growing their black holes at a higher rate. Furthermore, higher redshift star-forming galaxies (at fixed stellar mass) also have higher SFRs and a high incidence of AGN. Both the stellar-mass dependence and the redshift dependence of the incidence of AGN in star-forming galaxies appear to be explained, at least to first order, by the changes in the average SFRs with stellar mass and redshift. Indeed, the differential redshift evolution of AGN fractions in star-forming galaxies of different stellar masses, whereby the AGN fraction in higher mass galaxies appears to undergo a more rapid evolution than in lower mass galaxies (see figure 6 of Paper II), can be partly explained by the differential evolution of SFRs at different stellar masses, whereby the average SFRs of high-mass galaxies evolve more rapidly with redshfit than in lower mass galaxies (an effect related to the flattening of the main sequence at high masses and low redshifts e.g. Schreiber et al. 2015 ; Lee et al. 2015) .
The observed correlation between the average SFR (at a given M * and z) and the incidence of AGN appears broadly consistent with the well-established global correlations between the total AGN accretion rate density and total SFR density over cosmic time (e.g. Boyle & Terlevich 1998; Madau & Dickinson 2014; Aird et al. 2015) . However, our measurements demonstrate that a correlation between the SFR and the level of AGN activity exists within the star-forming galaxy population at a wide range of stellar masses and redshifts. We note that our measurements are also consistent with the lack of a direct correlation between AGN luminosity and the SFR in samples that are selected based on the presence of an AGN (e.g. Azadi et al. 2015; Stanley et al. 2015) . The broad distribution of AGN accretion rates within a given sample of galaxies-tracked by our measurements of p(λsBHAR) presented here as well as in Paper II and reflecting the variability of AGN activity-blurs out any direct correlation between AGN luminosity and SFR in such samples. However, by calculating the average rate of accretion in a given sample, the variability over galactic timescales is averaged out and a direct correlation is revealed (see our measurements of λsBHAR in the bottom panel of Figure 4 ; see also Chen et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2017) . Our measurements also quantify the fraction of galaxies with significant levels of black hole growth at a given time, finding this quantity is also correlated with the SFR. We have thus shown that an increase in the SFR of star-forming galaxies is associated with both an increase in the average rate such galaxies are growing their black holes and the fraction of the time they spend in active phases, hosting an AGN. These active phases dominate the average specific accretion rate, indicating that most black hole growth occurs in relatively short-lived periods of AGN activity.
These correlations suggest that both AGN activity and star formation have a common physical origin in normal, main-sequence star-forming galaxies. The SFR on galactic scales is ultimately determined by the availability of cold gas to form stars (e.g. Combes et al. 2013; Saintonge et al. 2013; Santini et al. 2014) ; if such gas is brought into the centres of galaxies it will also be accreted by the black hole and thus trigger periods of AGN activity. While the star formation will mainly proceed in a smooth and coherent manner across the galaxy, periods of AGN activity are likely to be much more stochastic due to the clumpiness or fragmentation of the gas distribution on scales relevant for the black hole, the irregular nature of the physical mechanisms that will drive such gas into the central regions (e.g. bars, major or minor mergers), and local feedback associated with the accretion onto the black hole itself. Such stochasticity is reflected in the broad distribution of accretion rates that we observe and the inferred variability of AGN activity (see also Mullaney et al. 2012; Aird et al. 2013; Hickox et al. 2014 ).
6.2 Is AGN activity determined by stellar mass or SFR in star-forming galaxies?
Given the overall correlation between average SFR and stellar mass for star-forming galaxies on the main sequence, it is difficult to ascertain at a fixed redshift whether the stellar mass or the SFR of galaxies is the key parameter that determines the incidence of AGN (see also Yang et al. 2017 Yang et al. , 2018 . However, the fact that a correlation between AGN fractions or average specific accretion rates and SFR persists over a wide range in redshift does suggest that the SFR-and the associated absolute amount of cold gas in a typical star-forming galaxy-is important. To further explore the importance of the absolute level of SFR in determining the level of AGN activity, we have repeated our measurements of the probability distributions of accretion rates in star-forming galaxies but normalizing the observed X-ray luminosity by the SFR instead of the total stellar mass. For each galaxy, we determine the absolute black hole accretion rate (BHAR), tracked by the X-ray luminosity and given by
where k bol = 25 is our adopted bolometric correction, η is the radiative efficiency (we adopt η = 0.1), c is the speed of light and the units are chosen such the BHAR is given in M⊙ yr −1 . Thus, BHAR/SFR is a unitless quantity, giving the ratio of the mass accreted onto the black hole relative to the mass formed into stars, and is directly proportional to the observed LX/SFR. As SFR and M * are correlated in star-forming galaxies, normalizing LX by the SFR will still account for the broad stellar-mass-dependent selection bias whereby lower accretion rate sources are harder to detect in lower mass galaxies. We use our Bayesian methodology (see Section 3 and the appendices of Paper I and Paper II for details) to combine the available X-ray data for all galaxies in a sample (both detections and non-detections at X-ray wavelengths) and recover estimates of the underlying probability distribution function, p(BHAR/SFR). Figure 12 illustrates the key findings from our measurements of p(BHAR/SFR) (our full set of results in all stellar mass and redshift bins are provided in Appendix A) and compares them with our original measurements of p(λsBHAR) (i.e. normalizing LX by the stellar mass) from Paper II. The left panels show measurements of p(λsBHAR) and p(BHAR/SFR) in a single stellar mass bin at different redshifts. For p(λsBHAR) (top-left panel), we see a strong redshift evolution whereby the overall distribution shifts toward higher λsBHAR at higher redshift. However, we find that p(BHAR/SFR) (bottom-left panel) has a consistent shape and normalization across a wide range of redshifts. The evolution of p(λsBHAR) toward higher λsBHAR at higher redshifts and the associated evolution of the AGN fraction is fully accounted for by the evolution in the average SFRs of star-forming galaxies, at least to z ∼ 2.5. Star-forming galaxies of a given stellar mass have a broad distribution of BHARs (spanning ∼ 3 − 4 orders of magnitude), but the level of accretion is determined purely by the SFR over a very wide range of redshifts. This redshift independence in p(BHAR/SFR) is found at all stellar masses (see Figure A1) .
As p(BHAR/SFR) appears to be independent of redshift (at fixed M * ), we can combine our galaxy samples over the entire redshift range and recalculate p(BHAR/SFR) at each stellar mass. These measurements are shown in the bottom-right panel of Figure 12 . We note that, due to the flux limits of the NIR imaging, the lower mass galaxy samples do not span the full redshift range indicated in Figure 12 , although this should not affect our measurements if we assume the redshift independence of p(BHAR/SFR) holds for all stellar masses. While p(BHAR/SFR) has a broadly similar shape at all stellar masses, we find that there are significant differences in the overall normalization depending on stellar mass (cf. the stellar mass dependence of p(λsBHAR) illustrated in the top-right panel of Figure 12 ).
To further illustrate the stellar mass dependence of p(BHAR/SFR), in Figure 13 we average over p(BHAR/SFR) to calculate the average ratio of black hole to stellar growth, BHAR/SFR , over the 0.1 < z < 2.5 redshift range. Our measurements of BHAR/SFR range from ∼ 3 × 10 −5 at M * ∼ 10 9 M⊙ to 10 −3 at M * 10 11 M⊙, indicating that more massive galaxies tend to have higher levels of black hole growth relative to [dex
0.1 < z < 0.5 0.5 < z < 1.0 1.0 < z < 1.5 1.5 < z < 2.0 2.0 < z < 2.5 2.5 < z < 3.0 Top row: Examples of measurements of the probability distributions of specific black hole accretion rates (i.e. L X normalized by the total stellar mass) in star-forming galaxies. The top-left panel compares measurements at a fixed stellar mass but across a range of redshifts (as indicated by the colours), illustrating the strong evolution whereby p(λ sBHAR ) shifts toward higher λ sBHAR at higher redshift. The top-right panel shows the example of the stellar mass dependence of p(λ sBHAR ) for a narrow redshift bin. (See figures 4 and 5 of Paper II for original measurements at all M * and z). Bottom row: New measurements of the probability distribution of BHAR/SFR, normalizing the X-ray luminosity by the SFR instead of stellar mass. The bottom-left panel shows measurements at fixed stellar mass (10.5 < log M * /M ⊙ < 11) and at different redshifts (as indicated by the colours). We find that p(BHAR/SFR) has a consistent shape and normalization at fixed stellar mass at all redshifts (to z ∼ 2.5), indicating that the evolution in the distribution of AGN accretion rates in star-forming galaxies can be fully accounted for by the overall evolution of SFRs (cf. top-left panel). The bottom-right panel presents measurements of p(BHAR/SFR) for samples of star-forming galaxies combined over a broad range in redshift (0.1 < z < 2.5) at a range of stellar masses (as indicated by the colours). While galaxies of all stellar masses exhibit a broad distribution of BHAR/SFR, reflecting variability in the levels of AGN activity, a significant stellar-mass dependence is still found, whereby the incidence of AGN is suppressed in lower mass star-forming galaxies. (See Appendix A for measurements of p(BHAR/SFR) over our full range of stellar mass and redshift).
the level of stellar growth than lower mass galaxies. The redshiftindependence of our measurements of p(BHAR/SFR) indicate that this pattern is the same across a wide range of redshifts (since at least z ∼ 2.5), despite the significant evolution of both the typical SFRs of star-forming galaxies and the typical black hole growth rates over this period of cosmic time. For high stellar mass galaxies, the ratio of black hole to galaxy stellar growth is roughly consistent with the observed ratio of black hole to bulge mass in the local Universe (e.g. Marconi & Hunt 2003; Kormendy & Ho 2013) . At lower stellar masses, galaxies appear to grow relatively more stars and relatively less black hole mass. Lower mass galaxies tend to have smaller bulge components relative to their total stellar mass (e.g. Lang et al. 2014) . Thus, the growth of the central black hole may be linked to the build up of a central stellar bulge. Lower mass galaxies appear to grow their central black holes and their central stellar bulges at a lower rate relative to the their total SFR that also builds up a disk component. Mullaney+12
This work (z =0.1-2.5) Figure 13 . Measurements of BHAR/SFR as a function of stellar mass, derived from our measurements p(BHAR/SFR) for star-forming galaxies over a broad range in redshift, 0.1 < z < 2.5. We note that there is no significant evolution over this range of redshift based on our measurements of p(BHAR/SFR) in finer redshift bins (see Appendix A), indicating that BHAR/SFR remains consistent at a fixed M * out to at least z ∼ 2.5. We compare our measurements (black circles) to previous estimates of the ratio of average black hole growth to average galaxy growth i.e. BHAR / SFR from Mullaney et al. (2012, red triangle and squares corresponding to measurements at z ∼ 1 and z ∼ 2, respectively) and the parametric description for star-forming galaxies from Yang et al. (2018, grey dashed lines indicating different redshifts from z = 0.5 to z = 2).
work by Mullaney et al. (2012) who found a consistent ratio between average black hole growth and average galaxy growth across a range of stellar masses and redshifts; our measurements extend to lower stellar masses and reveal the stellar mass dependence. Yang et al. (2018) also found a stellar mass dependence in the ratio of average black hole growth to average SFR, based on a parametric description of the distribution of accretion rates, and found a redshift dependence in the ratio over z = 0.5 − 4. The absolute values they measure fall significantly below our estimates at M * 10 10 M⊙ (see Figure 13 ). However, we note a key difference in our analysis: we measure BHAR/SFR for each individual galaxy, derive the overall distribution, p(BHAR/SFR), and average over this distribution to calculate BHAR/SFR . In contrast, Yang et al. (2018) first measure the distribution of BHAR, take the average BHAR , and compare to independent measurements of SFR based on the main sequence of star formation. Such methodological differences, ultimately deriving a different quantity, may explain the offset in our results. We also do not find significant redshift evolution (out to at least z ∼ 2.5) in our direct measurements of p(BHAR/SFR) or the BHAR/SFR derived therefrom at a fixed stellar mass, in contrast to the parametric derivation of BHAR / SFR of Yang et al. (2018) that exhibits a redshift dependence for star-forming galaxies between z = 0.5 and z = 2 (as indicated by the grey dashed lines in Figure 13 ). Our measurements reveal the detailed distribution of BHAR/SFR, and can thus provide more refined insights than the global averages.
In conclusion, we find that AGN can be triggered in galaxies of all stellar masses and once triggered they have a broad range of accretion rates that is determined by the SFR. However, the rate at which they are triggered appears to be suppressed at lower stellar masses, reducing the overall normalization of p(BHAR/SFR) for lower mass star-forming galaxy samples. We propose that this stellar mass dependence reflects a link between the build up of the central stellar bulge of galaxies and their central black holes.
6.3 The enhanced triggering of AGN in galaxies that lie below the main sequence
We now consider galaxies with SFRs that place them below the main sequence of star formation and thus have lower levels of SFR than the bulk of star-forming galaxies at a given stellar mass and redshift. In Section 5, we found a significant increase (by a factor ∼ 2−5) in the AGN fraction in star-forming galaxies that lie below the main sequence (Sub-MS galaxies) at 0.5 z < 2.5, compared to in galaxies that lie on the main sequence. Moving to lower SFRs (relative to the main sequence) into the quiescent galaxy population, we find that the AGN fraction decreases again by a factor ∼ 2 − 3, falling yet further for quiescent galaxies with the lowest SFRs. However, the AGN fraction remains significantly above the broad correlation with SFR that is seen for normal (i.e. mainsequence) star-forming galaxies, suggesting that a different physical process may be responsible for supplying gas into the centres of such galaxies to trigger and fuel AGN activity. The observed increase in the AGN fraction for Sub-MS galaxies is consistent with a number of prior studies that have shown that AGN host galaxies have a lower average SFR and a broader overall distribution of SFRs than star-forming galaxies of equivalent stellar mass and redshift (e.g. Aird et al. 2012; Shimizu et al. 2015; Mullaney et al. 2015; Scholtz et al. 2018 ). The broader distribution of SFRs for AGN hosts means that the fraction of galaxies hosting an AGN increases for sub-MS galaxies, as quantified by our measurements, while the majority of AGN are still found in mainsequence galaxies (see also Rosario et al. 2013a; Georgakakis et al. 2014) In Paper II, we proposed that stellar mass loss could provide the supply of low angular momentum gas needed to sustain AGN activity (at relatively low accretion rates) in the quiescent galaxy population, in the absence of significant cold gas that likely dominates AGN fuelling in main-sequence galaxies (see also Ciotti & Ostriker 2007; Kauffmann & Heckman 2009; Wang et al. 2017) . However, stellar mass loss begins promptly (∼ 2 − 5 Myr) after the formation of a stellar population, declining exponentially thereafter (e.g. Bruzual & Charlot 2003) . Thus, stellar mass loss will also provide a gas supply in normal, main-sequence galaxies, fuelling some level of AGN activity, but is likely sub-dominant compared to the stochastic accretion of cold gas. Stellar mass loss alone cannot explain the increase in the AGN fraction that is seen in Sub-MS galaxies as there will not be an increase in stellar mass loss on the relevant timescales in such galaxies.
An alternative explanation for the existence of AGN in both the Sub-MS and quiescent galaxy populations is that they are a relic of AGN activity that was triggered earlier in the lifetime of a galaxy, before the quenching of star formation throughout the galaxy began. In such a model, AGN could be triggered and fuelled by the same cold gas supply that determines the SFR, but the star formation has subsequently quenched, transforming the galaxy into a Sub-MS or quiescent galaxy. Indeed, the AGN itself could play a role in the quenching of star formation via AGN feedback processes (e.g. Bower et al. 2006; Somerville et al. 2008 ). However, the periods of luminous, radiatively efficient AGN activity in such a model must be stable on timescales that are longer than the quenching of star formation and the subsequent transformation of the stellar population of the galaxy, estimated to take ∼100-500 Myr under the most rapid scenarios (e.g. Wild et al. 2009; Barro et al. 2013) . The broad distribution of AGN accretion rates in Sub-MS and quiescent galaxies, as found in our measurements, as well as independent observational evidence (e.g. Schawinski et al. 2015) and theoretical arguments (e.g. King & Nixon 2015) suggest that radiatively efficient accretion is unlikely to be stable on timescales of 0.1 Myr. Thus, it is unlikely that the increase in the AGN fraction in Sub-MS galaxies can be directly associated with AGN feedback.
Given the short timescales of AGN activity, our results suggest that the rate at which AGN are triggered increases for galaxies that lie just below the main sequence. It is unclear what physical mechanism or process results in this increased rate of triggering. One possibility is that the increase in AGN triggering is related to the build up of the central bulges of galaxies, observed as an increase (at fixed total stellar mass) in the central density for galaxies that lie below the main sequence (e.g. Wuyts et al. 2011; Cheung et al. 2012; Mendez et al. 2013) . Thus, the processes that drive gas into the centres of galaxies, forming stars and increasing the central mass density, may also increase the rate at which AGN are triggered. Indeed, recent studies have revealed an association between the compactness of star-forming galaxies and a high incidence of AGN activity (e.g. Barro et al. 2013; Kocevski et al. 2017 ) that appears consistent with this proposal. This conclusion is also consistent with our interpretation of Figure 13 , which appears to indicate that main-sequence galaxies with larger bulges are growing their black holes at a faster rate, relative to the overall rate of galaxy growth.
The role of mergers in the fuelling of AGN in starburst galaxies
Finally, we discuss the fuelling of AGN in starburst galaxies, with SFRs that are enhanced relative to the bulk of star-forming galaxies at a given redshift i.e. are above the main sequence. Our measurements show that f (λsBHAR > 0.01), f (λsBHAR > 0.1) and λsBHAR also increase in such galaxies compared to within main sequence galaxies (see Figure 10) , indicating an increase in AGN activity that is associated with the increase in SFR. This enhancement can be examined in more detail using our measurements of p(λsBHAR) (Figure 9 ), which show an excess at the highest accretion rates (λsBHAR ∼ 0.1 − 1) in the starburst galaxy samples, indicating that the most rapid accretion events are enhanced within starburst galaxies. These results are consistent with the findings of Bernhard et al. (2016) , who found an association between the highest λsBHAR AGN and starburst-level SFRs, and Rodighiero et al. (2015) who find that the average specific accretion rates (measured via stacking) are higher in starburst galaxy samples. The enhanced SFRs appear to follow the same overall correlations between incidence of AGN and the SFR identified throughout the star-forming galaxy population in Section 4. Thus, the increase in the incidence of high-λsBHAR events may simply reflect the higher SFRs of the starburst galaxies. AGN in starburst galaxies could be fuelled by the stochastic accretion of cold gas, as in normal star-forming galaxies, and the increased fraction simply reflects a higher abundance of gas that also produces the elevated SFRs in such galaxies. However, the redshift evolution of f (λsBHAR > 0.01), f (λsBHAR > 0.1) and λsBHAR in starburst galaxies is weaker than in the rest of the galaxy population, changing by a factor 3 between z ∼ 0.3 and z ∼ 2 (see Figure 11) , suggesting a different physical mechanism may be responsible for enhancing the incidence of AGN in such galaxies, particularly at lower redshifts.
It is now well established that major mergers play a primary role in enhancing SFRs to produce the population of starburst galaxies (e.g. Sanders & Mirabel 1996; Lonsdale et al. 2006) , particularly at lower redshifts where the typical SFRs of galaxies are much lower (e.g. Rodighiero et al. 2011) . Such a violent process is also expected to drive significant quantities of gas into the centres of galaxies and trigger substantial AGN activity (e.g. . In addition, the merger rate (at a given stellar mass) evolves mildly with redshift, by a factor < 2 between z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2 (e.g. Lotz et al. 2011) , similar to our AGN fraction in starburst galaxies. We thus propose that the enhanced AGN fraction in starburst galaxies-along with the shift in their distribution of accretion rates toward higher values and the mild redshift evolution-may be predominantly due to major mergers.
We note that major mergers are not required to trigger an AGN or even a high-luminosity AGN. Our results simply indicate a higher incidence of AGN in starburst galaxies that appears to be associated with an increased role of mergers. The bulk of observed AGN are found in normal star-forming galaxies and have a broad distribution of accretion rates, reflecting stochasticity in the accretion process that can still produce high-λsBHAR (and thus highluminosity) AGN that are not necessarily associated with mergers (see also Mechtley et al. 2016; Villforth et al. 2017; Goulding et al. 2018 ).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents robust measurements of the incidence of AGN in galaxies as a function of their SFR. We start from a sample of ∼ 120, 000 near-infrared selected galaxies (from the CANDELS and UltraVISTA surveys) out to z ∼ 4 within which we identify populations of galaxies with different stellar masses, redshifts and SFRs. We then use deep Chandra imaging to extract X-ray data for all galaxies in a given sample, which we combine using an advanced Bayesian methodology to determine the underlying probability distribution function of specific accretion rates, p(λsBHAR). From these probability distributions, we derive robust AGN fractions that account for both the varying sensitivity limits of the X-ray imaging and the stellar-mass-dependent selection bias, along with estimates of the average specific black hole accretion rates for a given galaxy sample. Initially, we consider samples of star-forming galaxies at different stellar masses-probing changes in the average SFRs along the main sequence of star formation-and compare to quiescent galaxy populations (Section 4). We then divide the galaxy sample (at fixed M * ) according to their SFRs relative to the main sequence of star formation i.e. probing across and below the main sequence (Section 5). Our main conclusions are as follows:
(i) Within star-forming galaxies, we find a linear correlation between the incidence of AGN (characterised by both the AGN fraction to different limits and the average specific accretion rate) and the average SFR-moving along the main sequence of star formation-that persists across a wide range in both stellar mass (8.5 < log M * /M⊙ < 11.5) and redshift (to at least z ∼ 2.5). This correlation indicates that the SFR is the key observable property that determines AGN activity in the bulk of star-forming galaxies and suggests that both have a common physical origin e.g. both are determined by the amount of cold gas in a galaxy.
(ii) We also show that star-forming galaxies of a fixed stellar mass have a consistent distribution of accretion rates relative to the total SFR in a galaxy (i.e. LX/SFR) over a wide range in redshift (to z ∼ 2.5), but the normalization of the distribution function depends on stellar mass. Thus, while the SFR determines the distribution of AGN accretion rates in star-forming galaxies, the triggering rate appears to be suppressed at lower stellar masses. On average, lower mass galaxies are growing their black holes at a lower rate relative to their total stellar mass, compared to higher mass galaxies, which may reflect a link between AGN activity and the build up of the central stellar bulge.
(iii) We find that the AGN fraction in quiescent galaxies is significantly higher than in star-forming galaxies with equivalent SFRs (but with different stellar masses and redshifts), indicating that another physical mechanism-such as stellar mass loss-may fuel ongoing AGN activity within such quiescent galaxies. We also note that the AGN fraction may be more closely correlated with the sSFR for quiescent galaxies, in contrast to the absolute value of SFR that appears to determine the AGN fraction in main sequence star-forming galaxies.
(iv) We divide our galaxy sample in a more refined manner, according to their SFRs relative to the main sequence of star formation (at fixed stellar mass) and thus probing across the main sequence. Within the star-forming galaxy population, the AGN fraction is lowest for galaxies that lie on the main sequence. These galaxies correspond to the majority (∼ 70 percent) of star-forming galaxies and thus, despite the lower AGN fraction still host the majority of AGN.
(v) The AGN fraction is a factor ∼ 2 − 5 higher in star-forming galaxies with lower SFRs, placing them below the main sequence. This increase indicates that the triggering of AGN is enhanced in these sub-main sequence galaxies. The physical mechanism that drives this excess remains unclear but may be related to the build up of a central stellar bulge.
(vi) The AGN fraction and the average specific accretion rate is enhanced in starburst galaxies, which have SFRs that place them above the main sequence at a given redshift. In addition, the incidence of AGN in these starburst galaxies appears to have a milder evolution with redshift, changing by a factor 3 between z ∼ 0.3 and z ∼ 2, suggesting that major galaxy mergers preferentially fuel the high accretion rate AGN found in starburst galaxies.
Our work shows that, while the bulk of AGN activity tracks star formation over cosmic time, a number of diverse physical processes are responsible for triggering and fuelling AGN across the galaxy population. Our measurements of p(λsBHAR), both along and across the main sequence as presented here, provide crucial observational constraints that can be compared to large-scale cosmological simulations of galaxy and black hole evolution or can be used to accurately populate galaxies with AGN in observationally motivated models. ] 8.5 < log M * M⊙ < 9.0 9.0 < log M * M⊙ < 9.5 9.5 < log M * M⊙ < 10.0 log BHAR/SFR ∝ L X /SFR 10.0 < log M * M⊙ < 10.5 10.5 < log M * M⊙ < 11.0 11.0 < log M * M⊙ < 11.5
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